
In Australia, DMT is normally made from Acacia trees. Since the mid-1990s, 
we’ve seen rare, threatened and common Acacias stripped of bark, cut and 
pulled from the ground. This kills Acacia trees. Common Acacias may 
become threatened if this wild harvest continues.

Ask your supplier where their DMT is coming from. Is their DMT 
sustainable, home-grown, or taken from the wild?

Refuse DMT products made from wild Acacias and other wild sources.

If your supplier’s DMT was made from wild Acacias, ask if it was made 
from fallen or dead material. Can they be sure material wasn’t 
removed from living trees? Did they obtain land owner consent? 

Grow and share Acacias for ornamental reasons and
encourage others to do the same.

How can you help 
protect Acacias?

Acacias are 
under threat

Have you tried

DMT?
Where did your DMT come from?

The Law & Harm Reduction



Many Acacia species are protected by law. 
Collecting any plant material from 
Australian state or national parks is illegal 
without a licence, and collection from 
other locations may be considered 
trespassing, stealing, vandalism, and intent 
tomanufacture. There are also restrictions 
on growing some Acacias. Acacia species 
containing DMT, especially those that are 
rare and threatened, are underincreasing 
government and community surveillance.

DMT is illegal everywhere in Australia. If 
you are found with Acacia plant material, 
you may be prosecuted as if all the 
material was pure DMT.

Harm Reduction

This flyer was produced on stolen land. We recognise the importance of Traditional Owners and native plants. We acknowledge their 
sovereignty was never ceded. We pay respect to Elders past, present and emerging, and emphasise the crucial roles Traditional 

Owners and native plants perform within the Australian community. 

Friends of Acacias and further resources Visit conseracacian.com for more information

Law

DMT is normally smoked in doses between 15 and 60 milligrams. 
Acacia extract effects last 5–20 minutes, with after-effects 
lasting 1–2 hours, seemingly longer than synthetic DMT. 

When DMT is combined with harmalas, which are selective and 
reversible monoamine oxidase-A inhibitors, and smoked, it is 
called ‘changa’. Changa effects last 15–60 minutes, with 
after-effects lasting 3+ hours.

When DMT is combined with harmalas and swallowed, it is called 
‘ayahuasca’. Ayahuasca effects last 4–8 hours, with after-effects 
lasting 8+ hours.

Harmalas have powerful interactions with other drugs and 
prescription medications, including ecstasy (MDMA) and 
anti-depressants. To avoid death or illness, before taking DMT, 
changa or ayahuasca, you should research your combination.

To reduce negative effects, DMT, changa and ayahuasca 
consumers should be in a comfortable mental, physical and social 
environment. Avoid consuming alone and fast for a short time 
before consumption.


